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 Creating a hotel is associated with the history of the need for travel and trips that 
were made by people. People who found themselves far from their places of residence, 
had to take care of themselves providing food, shelter and rest. Trips were associated 
with the risk, travelers were to do it not for their own pleasure: merchants hoped to 
make a profit hospice called the road of religious inspiration, scientists and researchers - 
knowledge of the world, expanding their horizons and more. Tourism has always 
influenced the development of hotel business and, conversely, the level of hospitality 
has always depended on tourism development.  

Since ancient times, an accommodation establishment was seen a house for night 
lodging, and for lunch. So appeared inns, hostelries, ‘caravan-serai’s, taverns, 
guesthouses. Reception and entertainment guests and pilgrims were considered as a 
noble cause, which was reinforced by royal decrees, but then hospitality establishments 
started to gain another status, they used to be considered as sphere of profits, there was 
such  peculiarity  like competition, which motivated the owner to make their 
guesthouse better, more attractive and comfortable.  

Over the years, accommodation establishments began to combine into corporations 
and were distributed into different  classifications depending on many factors such as 
level of comfort, location, type of service, age of the clients and est. Today it is one of 
the most profitable areas of  business, and its main task is to attract clients. But what is 
interesting for today’s client? What will make him go and stay exactly in your hotel? 
The research is devoted to the most  featured extraordinary hotels in the world you 
might have never heard about.  

Husky-Lodge is the place,  where guests can sleep in wooden cabins next to the 
working dog kennels. Join them in their training runs all year round as they pull sledges 
and bikes around the natural woodland, fields and mountain trails. 

If you're a Siberian Husky lover, you get to appreciate at first hand how loveable - 
and hard working these dogs are, whatever the weather, returning to relax in your cabin 
by the wood fire. These hard working dogs love to run! Located 6 km from Karasjok, 
this charming design hotel has a wood-fired sauna and outdoor hot tub from which 
guests can admire the wonderful nature of Norwegian Lapland. Engholm Husky Design 
Lodge is set on a husky dog farm and provides an ideal base for those seeking a unique 
wilderness experience. Guests stay in cosy cabins, which have their own 
kitchenettes.Wi-Fi internet access and private parking are offered free to guests of 
Husky Design Lodge.Numerous outdoor pursuits will keep guests busy in any season. 



Winter activities naturally include dog sledding but also snow mobile tours and cross-
country skiing. Fishing, canoeing and hiking are popular past times during the summer 
months. 

Mira-Mira’ Cave hotel.Themed retreats to let your imagination run wild. Bed and 
Breakfast properties don't have to be boring and at Mira Mira there is something for 
everyone. Mira Mira has proved to be the perfect setting if you are daring and want 
something different and memorable.        Situated on 22 acres of bush land, Mira Mira is 
a collection of 3 self contained, 2 bedroom fantasy retreats where guests have an 
opportunity to 'Live in Art". On entering the retreats, the colours and beauty will take 
your breath away.  Each has been designed to set your imagination wild and to capture 
the light, views and beauty of the natural environment around you. The perfect setting 
for relaxation, rejuvenation and romance.By entering the doorway in the mouth of 
Magog and descending the winding steps lit by fire lanterns, you will find yourself in an 
underground world of intrigue and surprises. The Cave has magnificent views of the 
ranges from its picture windows that have been carved in to the hillside and is the ideal 
place for a relaxing or romantic weekend away. 

Ice hotel.It was built in 1993in Quebec, Canad, and despite it is the first hotel all 
over the world made from ice, it’s used to be known as symbol of leading off the age of 
extraordinary hotels! The Ice Hotel has many rooms and theme suites, a magnificent 
chapel, the astonishing N'ice Club reception room and nightclub, decorative fireplaces, 
a Nordic-style relaxation space complete with 3 hot tubs and 1 sauna, and the famous 
ICE BAR, where cocktails are served in special ICE glasses.  

Survival Capsule hotel. In France and the Netherlands you can discover a different 
kind of capsule. This time it’s a survival capsule, with a little more room (but not too 
much anyway!) where you can spend a comfortable night accompanied by drinking 
champagne, decorated with animal skins and equipped with a complete collection of 
DVDs of “James Bond“! But be careful before you book, because this hotel moves 
between the Netherlands and France. Based at F.A.S.T. (Free Architecture Surf Terrain) 
- a unique and artistic surfers village on the boulevard of Scheveningen near The Hague, 
your room is a bright orange survival pod which once saw service on an oil rig platform.  
First created for accommodation as an art project in 2004, owner Denis Oudendijk has 
different models ready for use and is currently working on additional locations in 
central Amsterdam, Belgium and Nantes, France. 

Development of global business area of hospitality is coming through its period of 
rapid growth, hotel industry is developing very quickly, we just cannot imagine what 
services hotels can provide us today and what is expecting for us in the future. 
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